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Aims and Objectives: Self‑rated oral health is the key element that has a greater 
effect on quality of life and found to be authentic and logical to consider this as an 
indicator for overall oral health status. The aim was to investigate and identify the 
impact of various social and clinical factors on the perceived self‑rated oral health 
status (PSR‑OHS).
Materials and Methods: A self‑administered questionnaire was distributed 
600 patients seeking information for age, gender, nationality, educational level, 
and their last dental visit followed by 15 questions related to social factors (patient 
self‑rated oral health, patient‑dentist communication, literacy level of the patient, 
and dental neglect) followed by estimating the clinical oral health status (decayed, 
missing, and filled teeth [DMFT] scores as per WHO norms).
Results: The results were estimated by a single five‑point‑response‑scale question 
dichotomized into poor and good self‑rated oral health. The average mean age for 
participation in the study is 32.5 years and found to be highly significant (P < 0.01) 
with inverse relation indicating that younger patients give better PSR‑OHS. There 
were no significant differences in PSR‑OHS among other demographic factors. 
Patients visiting the dentist recently found to be confident about their PSR‑OHS 
and are statistically significant. Pearson correlating scores of social factors and the 
DMFT scores most concerned in the present study have a significant relation with 
self‑rated oral health status.
Conclusions: PSR‑OHS is governed by various dental health and awareness 
factors. It can be used as an important tool by a clinician to assess the clinical 
examination results which helps to achieve more effective time and patient 
management.
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self‑rated oral health tool is very commonly used in 
several epidemiological studies to plan and monitor 
health services and in promoting oral health. Nowadays, 
this monitoring of self‑assessed oral health helps 
in identifying the importance of the regular dental 
check‑up, assists the dentists in assessing the routine 

Original Article

IntroductIon

Oral health status is relentlessly connected with 
general health and has been proved so with many 

diseases such as diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, etc.[1] 
It has been stated that perceived self‑rated oral health 
status (PSR‑OHS) is the key element toward a better 
quality of life.[2,3] Perceived self‑rated health refers to 
both a single question such as “in general, would you 
say that your health is excellent, very good, good, fair, or 
poor?” and a survey questionnaire in which participants 
assess different dimensions of their own health.[4] This 
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diagnostic procedures to determine required treatment 
needs and is helpful in collecting the information related 
to oral health.[2] PSR‑OHS is associated with not only 
the clinical factors such as dental caries but also other 
social factors such as patient‑dentist communication, 
oral health literacy, and dental neglect.[1,3]

Patient‑dentist communication plays a very important 
role for the motivation of the patient to maintain good 
oral hygiene, in turn improving the self‑rated oral health 
status and literacy regarding oral health.[5]

“Health literacy in dentistry is defined as the degree to 
which individuals have the capacity to obtain, process 
and understand basic health information and services 
needed to make appropriate oral health decisions and 
act on them.”[6] Any deficit in oral health literacy would 
result in inadequate communication of the patient with 
the dentist as to the nature of their dental problems, 
ultimately leading to poor oral hygiene. Literature shows 
that low oral health literacy results in patients having a 
high risk for oral diseases.[7]

The term “Dental Neglect” can be defined as the behavior 
and attitudes which are likely to have detrimental 
consequences for the individual’s oral health.[8,9] In other 
words, dental neglect is the failure to fulfill the known 
knowledge of oral health care for proper maintenance of 
oral cavity.[8,10]

The decayed, missing, and filled teeth (DMFT) index is 
one of the most common methods in oral epidemiology 
for assessing dental caries prevalence as well as dental 
treatment needs among populations.

The present study hypothesizes that a greater PSR‑OHS 
should be associated with better patient‑dentist 
communication and health literacy which in turn is 
associated with increased likelihood of patients seeking 
regular dental care thus reducing the dental neglect score.

The aim of this study is to assess the correlation 
of PSR‑OHS with various social (Patient‑dentist 
communication, literacy level, and dental neglect score) 
and clinical (DMFT) factors.

MAterIAls And Methods

Study population and Setting

The study was conducted at the University Hospital 
of Riyadh Colleges of Dentistry and Pharmacy, 
Riyadh, KSA, after approval from the IRB (IRB No: 
RC/IRB2016/153). Study subjects included the patients 
visiting the university hospital in the period between 
September 2016 and March 2017. The study sample 
size of 588 participants was calculated using a level of 
precision formula n = (zα + zβ)

 2 pq/d2 (zα: 1.96; zβ: 0.84; 

p: 25%; q: 75% and d: 5%). Sample size estimation was 
done setting a power of 80% with confidence interval 
95%. A simple random sampling was employed for 
the selection of participants. The estimated required 
sample size of 600 participants was overshot during data 
collection to warrant for dropouts owing to incomplete 
questionnaires.

Inclusion criteria were patients aged between 18 and 
50 years who were physically and mentally fit. Exclusion 
criteria were those participants not adhering to the above 
limits, patients visiting a dentist for the first time and 
differently abled individuals.

Informed consent and ethical approval were obtained 
before the start of the study.

Study inStrument

The survey was composed of a self‑administered 
questionnaire combined from previously published 
studies[1,6] gathering information about age, gender, 
nationality, educational level and their last visit to a 
dentist followed by 15 questions related to patient 
self‑rated oral health (1 question), dental care pattern 
(1 question), patient‑dentist communication (4 questions), 
dental literacy level (3 questions) of the patient, and 
dental neglect (6 questions).

To avoid inappropriate answers by the patients who were 
not well acquainted with English, an English‑Arabic 
version of the questionnaire was formulated. The 
concept of translation was to obtain an instrument with 
conceptual equivalence in a different cultural group. 
The original English questionnaire was translated into 
Arabic language by a bilingual native Arabic speaker and 
thereafter blindly back‑translated by another bilingual 
native Arabic speaker. Through these rigorous cycles 
of translation and back translation, it was confirmed 
that the original meaning of the questionnaire was 
maintained. A pilot study was carried out using this 
bilingual instrument to ensure equivalence, clarity, and 
comprehension. After computing the cumulative score, 
we estimated the Cronbach alpha as a measure of internal 
consistency which was found to be good (0.83).

oral examination

Examination of the patient to record the DMFT 
scores (World Health Organization caries diagnostic 
criteria)[11] was noted by two of the examiners. They were 
trained after the discussion of how to calibrate DMFT under 
the supervision of experienced dental specialists, later each 
examiner scored in 10 patients independently. Inter‑ and 
intra‑examiner’s values were computed, and differences 
were compared and discussed until a full agreement 
was achieved for all the sample patients. The intra‑ and 
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inter‑examiner variability was nullified by examining and 
reexamining these 10 patients (these patients are later 
excluded from the study). Examination procedures were 
standardized for validity and reproducibility of data before 
and during the survey. The DMFT scores were noted for 
each participant after answering the questionnaire.

data collection

A brief description of the questionnaire was given to 
the patients to enable them to answer appropriately. 
DMFT scores were noted for the same participants who 
answered the questionnaire.

StatiStical analySiS

The data collected was analyzed using SPSS software 
SPSS 16.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). All the 
variables were examined in bivariate tables using 
Chi‑square tests to determine their independent 
associations with one outcome variable. Pearson’s 
correlation coefficients were calculated for each of the 
independent variables to examine for autocorrelation.

results

After excluding the dropouts in participants who had 
provided incomplete data in their questionnaires 600 
participants (305 males, 295 females) aged 18–50 years 
were analyzed.

Table 1 shows the PSR‑OHS against the demographic 
distribution, dental visit history, and dental care pattern 

of participants. Chi‑square test was used to perform 
this comparison. A dichotomous division of the rating 
by participants was done to “poor” (fair/poor) and 
“good” (good/very good/excellent) self‑rated oral 
health. Poor PSR‑OHS was found among 149 (24.8%) 
participants. No significant difference in PSR‑OHS 
was seen between the participants based on gender, 
nationality, level of education, and dental care patterns. 
The mean age for participation in the study was found 
to be 34.5 years, and an inverse correlation was found 
indicating that the PSR‑OHS decreased with age. This 
finding was highly significant (P < 0.01). Most of the 
participants were found to have visited the dentist within 
the past 12 months at the time and gave a high PSR‑OHS 
rating which was statistically significant (P < 0.01). More 
than half of the population was found to visit the dentist 
only when they have a problem and believed that their 
PSR‑OHS is good though not significant.

Table 2 shows the correlation of PSR‑OHS with various 
dental health and awareness factors, both subjective 
and clinical. Pearson correlation coefficient among 
the factors, namely, patient‑dentist communication, 
health literacy, dental neglect, and the DMFT scores 
was carried out. A significant and positive correlation 
were seen with patient‑dentist communication 
score (0.173) (P < 0.01) and also with dental literacy 
level score (0.131) (P < 0.01). Negative correlation was 
seen with regard to dental neglect score (−0.319) showing 

Table 1: Characteristics of Participants by Perceived Self‑Rated Oral Health Status
Characteristic PSR‑OHS P

Fair or poor (n=149) Excellent, very good, or good (n=451)
Age Continuous variable 0.004 (−0.119*)
Gender

Male 70 235 0.278
Female 79 216

Nationality
Arab 112 335 0.829
NonArab 37 116

Education
Below high school 24 82 0.844
High school 53 158
Graduation 72 211

Last dental visit
<12 months 97 352 0.012*
12‑23 months 19 42
2‑5 years 19 33
>5 years 14 23

Dental care patterns
Never to dentist 11 25 0.063
Only if have problem 108 297
Occasionally if no problem also 22 84
Regular dental visit 7 45

*P<0.05 level. PSR‑OHS=Perceived Self‑Rated Oral Health Status
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high significance (P < 0.01). Likewise, a negative 
correlation was also observed between the DMFT and 
PSR‑OHS (−0.305) and was highly significant in this 
study (P < 0.01).

dIscussIon

PSR‑OHS is a legitimate and valuable conclusive 
signal for oral health status being utilized as a part of 
epidemiologic studies the world over.[2] In our study, 
75.1% of individuals rated their oral health as excellent/
very good/good and only 24.9% as fair to poor in par 
with other studies done in various populations conducted 
in Brazil (74.3%),[12] South Africa (76.3%),[13] and 
Australia (83%).[14] The very recent study[15] conducted in 
India reported only 48.7% as excellent as their self‑rated 
oral health.

This study is the first, to the best of our knowledge, 
to examine and report an association of various 
factors (social and clinical) in relation to PSR‑OHS. 
However, there is little data available whether 
there is relationship of DMFT (clinical factor) with 
PSR‑OHS wherein this study has its own uniqueness 
in cross‑examining the patient comparing to his/her 
self‑rated oral health status. This study exclusively 
confirms the patient’s opinion about his/her self‑rated oral 
health status by one‑to‑one interaction with the examiner.

This self‑rated oral health gives a quick oral health 
assessment without the complex clinical examination 
allows us to perform oral examination and assess large 
population groups, thereby saving resources and may 
even yield significant policy implications for dental care.

In the present study, a negative correlation between 
age and PSR‑OHS was found with high significance. 
This was in concurrence with another study,[12‑18] 
which demonstrated that as age advanced among older 
individuals, the probability of cleaning their teeth twice 
daily diminished, conversely the younger patients having 
good oral hygiene, with good periodontal health make 
them rate their oral health as good.

The patients visiting the dentist within this 1 year 
rated themselves as better PSR‑OHS and is statistically 
significant (P < 0.05) similar to the previous study 
conducted in 2017.[15] Another cohort study conducted in 
Sweden[19] reported that patients not using dental care in 
the earlier year were more disappointed and underrated 

their PSR‑OHS. Similar results were observed in a 
study conducted in Brazil.[12] This suggests that previous 
dental visit definitely bring confidence and give a better 
PSR‑OHS leading to encouragement in maintaining his 
oral hygiene.

A positive correlation was seen with patient‑dentist 
communication score (0.173) showing that, as 
communication between the dentist and the patient 
increased, patients were more aware of their dental 
health issues and could maintain their health better, 
leading to a better PSR‑OHS.[1] Likewise, a significant 
and positive correlation with dental literacy level 
score (0.131) showed that PSR‑OHS ratings were higher 
owing to the fact that such patients possessed a better 
comprehension of dental literature and information as 
well as instructions from a dental clinic.[1] It is vital to 
enhance the ways that dental practitioners convey facts 
about oral health to their patients with low dental health 
literacy. Dental practitioners should frequently engage 
in conversation with these patients making them realize 
the importance of oral hygiene using simple terms. 
In addition, providing them with leaflets for future 
reference is another effective tool. All these help improve 
patient‑dentist communication and dental literacy 
levels. These findings were in concurrence with a study 
conducted by Guo et al.,[1] which stated that higher health 
literacy levels were associated with better patient‑dentist 
communication which in turn corresponded with better 
self‑rated oral health.[1] Note that this dental health 
literacy measure references participants’ capacity to 
search, understand, assess, and utilize dental health 
information. It requires the understanding of what their 
dentist narrates to them about their dental condition. 
Individuals who are more educated, have less difficulty in 
accessing and comprehending dental care instructions for 
tasks such as daily brushing and flossing. The findings of 
the study at hand are in agreement with several previous 
studies[20,21] while simultaneously being in contrast with 
Lee et al. in 2012,[6] who failed to find any significance 
between dental literacy and PSR‑OHS ratings.

Skaret et al.[8,22] evaluated the reliability and construct 
validity of the Dental Neglect Scale given by Thomson 
et al.[10] and concluded that the scale may be a relevant 
instrument for population surveys which aim at 
identifying risk groups based on information about oral 
health, oral health‑related behavior and attitudes. The 

Table 2: Pearson correlations of social and clinical factors affecting Perceived Self‑Rated Oral Health Status
Factors Patient‑dentist 

communication score
Literacy level 

score
Dental neglect 

score
Decayed Missed Filled DMFT

PSR‑OHS −173* 0.131* −0.319* −0.263* −0.174* 0.116* −2.24*
*Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two‑tailed). DMFT=Decayed, missing, and filled teeth, PSR‑OHS=Perceived Self‑Rated Oral 
Health Status
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study at hand showed that a negative correlation was 
seen with regard to dental neglect score (−0.319) which 
denoted that patients who did not neglect their dental 
hygiene were in a position to rate PSR‑OHS higher. This 
finding was on par with the study conducted by Lee 
et al. in 2012.[6]

The correlation between the DMFT score and the 
PSR‑OHS is not direct, and it has been explained that 
high DMFT scores are associated with anxiety levels,[23] 
which in turn are associated with PSR‑OHS.[24] Thus, the 
presence of anxiety has a great influence on PSR‑OHS. In 
the present study, a highly significant (P < 0.01) negative 
correlation was also observed between the DMFT and 
PSR‑OHS (−0.305) depicting that an increase in DMFT 
score would direct the patients to rate their oral hygiene 
as poor. Moreover, significant correlations (P < 0.01) 
were observed individually between number of DMFT 
and PSR‑OHS using the Pearson’s correlation coefficient 
(r = −0.263, −0.174, 0.116, respectively). These findings 
supported the relationship between PSR‑OHS and caries 
experience in which the patients with increased decayed 
and missing teeth showed poor PSR‑OHS while those 
with more filled teeth showed good PSR‑OHS ratings. 
This could possibly be attributed to increased anxiety in 
patients with decayed or missing teeth leading them to 
avoid or postpone treatment, while those who have filled 
teeth may be associated with reduced anxiety levels and 
a better scoring of PSR‑OHS. Similar correlations were 
observed in studies conducted by  Kojima et al.[2] and 
Samorodnitzky and Levin.[23]

Therefore, as per our conjecture, PSR‑OHS serves as an 
immediate indicator for the population’s oral health and 
thereby contributes to health‑care planning according to 
the population’s needs.

limitationS and controverSieS

1. This was a cross‑sectional study. A prospective 
cohort or intervention study may provide information 
beyond what is presented here

2. All participants were recruited from Riyadh Colleges 
of Dentistry and Pharmacy. This may limit the 
ability to extrapolate these findings to the general 
population. To overcome this, sample size has to be 
increased to get the appropriate results

3. Cross‑sectional surveys that depend on self‑reported 
data have more chances of bias because of 
individual’s judgement on how they interpret 
themselves[25]

4. We did not consider possible related factors, such as 
socioeconomic status, and psychosocial variables

5. We did not examine the presence of subjective oral 
manifestations, for example, pain due to dental caries

6. REALD‑30 which being more valid in estimating the 

literacy of a patient was not used to test the Literacy 
level of patients

7. Self‑rated oral health status assessment was not 
considered in patients visiting the dentist for the first 
time.

future trendS

As self‑rated oral health is the key component that has 
a greater effect on quality of life (2), it is very vital to 
prevent the clinical factors (DMFT) that affect the quality 
of life. This can be accomplished by monitoring the health 
from very early age group. Alongside, it is imperative 
to educate children from very young age group, the 
importance of health literacy and abstain from ignoring 
the dental health which would help them to correctly 
assessing their self‑rated oral health. Future research 
should include a large group of population to identify 
specific factors related to self‑rated oral health status.

conclusIons

Within the limitations of this study, it can be concluded 
that
1. PSR‑OHS is governed by various dental health and 

awareness factors; some in a positive manner while 
others in a negative manner

2. PSR‑OHS can be used as an important 
indicator/tool by a clinician to assess the clinical 
examination results which helps to achieve more 
effective time and patient management.
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